
BUY 62800BP or 

62800BPCAMO                           
Tradesman Pro™ XL               
Tool Bag Backpack                            

GET 55580 FREE!                             
Tradesman Tumbler

A Value of $29.97

BUY 32500HD                            
11-in1 Impact Rated 
Multi-Bit Screwdriver 

$21.97

GET 5139 FREE!                             
Canvas Tool Pouch

A Value of $10.97

BUY 66070                            
7-Pc Flip Impact                     
Socket Set                          

$49.97

GET 65200 FREE!                             
Mini Ratchet Set

A Value of $15.97

BUY 56334                         
Steel Fish Tape, 1/8-Inch 
x 240-Foot            

$84.97

GET 56333 FREE!      
Steel Fish Tape, 1/8” x 120’

A Value of $54.97

Terms & Conditions: Promotion valid October 1, 2023 through December 31, 2023 or while supplies last. Only valid at 
participating locations. Void where prohibited. Promotion subject to change without notice. Questions? Reach out to your 

local Klein Tools representative or PEPCO representative.

•Tool Bag Backpack with large 

interior to easily carry power tools, 

zipper bags, and equipment

•40 pockets for maximum tool and 

gear storage and includes a 

spacious interior for power tools

•Curved, fully-molded bottom is 

comfortable to wear and helps 

protect contents from the elements

•1.5-Foot USB-C cord is included 

with a cord management system

•Durable, high-carbon strength 1/8-

Inch wide steel fish tapes are firm 

yet flexible for long runs and large 

wire pulls

•Case design decreases payout 

effort and friction by optimizing the 

tape payout angle; slip-resistant 

geometry improves winding power 

and reduces binding

•Multi-position handle gives you a 

firm, steady grip as you pull or 

rewind tape from the case

•Impact rated multi-bit screwdriver / 

nut driver can be used 

interchangeably with a 1/4-Inch 

impact driver

•Includes impact rated 1/4-Inch, 

5/16-Inch and 3/8-Inch power nut 

drivers, 1/2-Inch standard nut driver, 

#1, #2 Phillips, 1/4-Inch and 3/16-

Inch slotted, #1, #2 square recess, 

and T25 TORX®

•Interchangeable components for 

fast and easy switch outs; 

comfortable Cushion-Grip™ handle

•Flip Impact Socket Set includes ten 

sizes combined into five sockets plus 

two nested adapters

•Impact Socket Set Includes 3/8 x 

7/16-Inch, 1/2 x 9/16-Inch, 5/8 x 

11/16-Inch, 3/4 x 13/16-Inch, and 7/8 

x 15/16-Inch socket sizes

•Easy-to-use flip feature allows for 

quick changes and reduces number 

of tools

•Nested adapters for dual drive (1/4-

Inch, 1/2-Inch) capability; patent 

pending

$119.99

$129.99



New From Klein!

85153K

Slotted Screw Holding 
Driver Kit

Slotted Screw Holding Driver 

Set includes 2 driver sizes: 

3/16” & 1/4” Built to handle the 

tough jobs with ease.

$19.98

ET270

Multimeter and 
Receptacle Tester

The convenience of two core-

electrical testers: includes a 

standard and GFCI receptacle 

tester, and a multimeter.

$59.99

VDV500-920

Digital Tone and 
Probe Set  

Trace and locate cables on an 

active network.  Tone cables 

connected to a switch or router 

without disconnecting cables.  

$149.99

54818MB

Internal Rail

$9.98

54819MB

Magnetic Strip

$29.98

54817MB

Cup Holder

$12.98

54816MB

Multi-Hook

$14.98

54815MB

Parts Bin

$14.98

54814MB

Tool Carrier

$19.98

54802MB

Rolling Toolbox

$149.98

54803MB

Medium Toolbox

$89.98

54804MB

Small Toolbox

$79.98

62203MB

Tool Bag

$99.98

62202MB

Tool Tote

$99.98

62201MB

Electrician’s Backpack

$119.98

AESEM1S

Situational Awareness 
Bluetooth® Earmuffs

SMART SENSE allows users to 

safely listen to their surrounding 

environment and clearly 

communicate with co-workers.

$99.99

Terms & Conditions: Promotion valid October 1, 2023 through December 31, 2023 or while supplies last. 
Only valid at participating locations. Void where prohibited. Promotion subject to change without notice. 

Questions? Reach out to your local Klein Tools representative or PEPCO representative.
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